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LARGE-DEVIATIONS ANALYSIS OF THE FLUID APPROXIMATION
FOR A CONTROLLABLE TANDEM QUEUE
BY ALEXANDER GAJRAT,1 ARIE HORDIJK AND AD RIDDER

VrijeUniversteitAmsterdam,Leiden Universityand Vrije UniversteitAmsterdam
A fluid approximationgives the main term in the asymptoticexpression
of the value function for a controllablestochasticnetwork.The policies that
have the same asymptoticof their value functions as the value function of
the optimalpolicy arecalled asymptoticallyoptimalpolicies. We considerthe
problemof findingfrom this set of asymptoticallyoptimalpolicies a best one
in the sense that the next term of its asymptoticexpression is minimal. The
analysis of this problemis closely connectedwith large-deviationsproblems
for a randomwalk.

1. Introduction. Many problems of optimal control in stochastic queueing
networks or, more generally, in random walks are difficult to solve explicitly
or numerically.One of the reasons may be the large state space that usually is
involvedwhen one appliestechniquesfrom Markovdecision theorysuch as policy
improvementor value iteration. However, considering these stochastic models
withoutcontrol,deterministicmodels have been developedthatapproximatethem
in some asymptotical sense. A well-known approximativemodel is the fluid
model. In recent years, this technique of fluid approximationhas been applied
to stochasticcontrolproblemsas well; see, for example, Atkins and Chen (1995),
Avram,Bertsimasand Ricard(1995), Bauerleand Rieder (2000), Gajrat,Hordijk,
Malyshew and Spieksma (1997), Gajratand Hordijk (2000), Maglaras (1999),
Maglaras(2000) andWeiss (1999). This approachleads to a so-called fluidcontrol
model or problem.
Generally,the constructionof an optimal solution in the fluid control model
is again a difficult task, but some solution methods for specific problems have
been derived,for instance,schedulingproblems[Atkinsand Chen (1995), Avram,
Bertsimas and Ricard (1995) and Weiss (1995, 1999)] and for service control in
queueing networks [Bauerle and Rieder (2000) and Gajratand Hordijk (1999,
2000a)]. Also conditions on the existence of optimal fluid controls have been
studied [Pullan (1995, 1996)]. Having solved the deterministicfluid model, the
next step is to construct a control or policy in the stochastic system in such
a way that its asymptotic behavior correspondsto the optimal solution of the
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deterministic problem. These policies are called asymptotically fluid optimal
(a.f.o.) policies. The translationproblem has been studied in the context of the
heavy-trafficapproximationof the control of stochastic networks; see Harrison
(1996, 1998), Kelly and Laws (1993), Maglaras (2002) and Bell and Williams
(2001). In Harrison(1996) a general method, called BIGSTEP,is developed. In
Harrison (1998) it is shown for a two-station model that this method leads to
asymptoticallyoptimalpolicies. The discrete-reviewpolicies and trackingpolicies
in Maglaras(1999, 2000) use similarmethodsfor the fluid approximation.
As soon as one can finda.f.o. policies for a given stochasticsystem, the problem
is solved from a fluid point of view. However, there are many types of a.f.o.
policies, and some have the same structureand others are different.For example,
the policies may be defined by different switching curves [Gajrat, Hordijk,
Malyshev and Spieksma (1997) and Gajratand Hordijk(2000a)], discrete-review
policies [Maglaras (1999)] or tracking-policies [Bauerle (2000) and Maglaras
(2000)]. So the naturalquestion then is: can we find in this set of a.f.o. policies
some policies that are "better"thanothers,where bettermeans thatthey dominate
other policies in asymptotic behavior. In this paper, we study and answer this
questionfor a particularmodel.
We will consider the fluid approximationof a controllablestochastic tandem
queue, discrete in time and space. The fluid approximationis continuous in
time and space and is used to get the first term of the asymptotic of the value
function of the optimal policy. More precisely, for a linear cost function, the
value function associatedwith the discretedecision rule a has the form Va(xN) =
N2 Fu(x) + o(N2); see GajratandHordijk(2000a). Here, N is a scalingparameter
such that xN/N - x and F (x) is the value function of the correspondingfluid
queue associatedwith the continuouscontrolu. Specifically,this asymptoticholds
for the optimal discrete value function Vopt(XN)and the optimal fluid value
function Fopt(x). The same asymptotic appearsfor a class of a.f.o. policies that
are characterizedby switching curves separatingregions with different actions.
Differentswitching curves give the same firstterm of the asymptoticof the value
function(see Remark2).
So we can reformulatethe question:Which switching curve gives the smallest
next termin the asymptoticand what is the orderof this next term?For our model,
the naturalchoice (see Remark5) of the switching curve is given by the function
h(x) = [y lnx]. We will show thatthereare two main types of asymptoticsfor the
value function and that these types depend on either y being greateror less than
some constant.
Thresholdstrategiesof this type havebeen consideredin Kelly andLaws (1993)
andHarrison(1998) for differenttwo-stationmodels. The thresholdor safety stock
they use in the heavy-trafficapproximationis r (N) = y InN, where N is the timescale parameter.If we realizethatthe fluidoptimalcontrolis the optimalpolicy for
a large initial state XN" Nx, we find an interestingsimilarityin the shape of the
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asymptoticallyoptimal policy for the heavy-trafficand the fluid approximations.
The model studied in Bell and Williams (2001) is a two-server parallel queue
with control of assigning jobs to available servers. Again, a thresholdpolicy is
asymptoticallyoptimalin the heavy-trafficlimit.
While in our paper an a.f.o. policy based on a switching curve is constructed
for a specific tandem network, methods for constructingan a.f.o. policy for a
generalstochasticnetworkhave been derivedin Bauerle(2000) (trackingpolicies)
and Maglaras(1999) (discrete-reviewpolicies). The advantageof the approaches
in Bauerle (2000) and Maglaras (1999) is that they do not demand a detailed
descriptionof the space structurefor an optimal solution of the fluid model. For
the constructionof a switching-curvea.f.o. policy, one needs a more detailed
geometricaldescriptionof the optimal solution [explainedin Gajratand Hordijk
(2000b)]. On the other hand, the performanceof a switching-curvea.f.o. policy
might be "better"(see Remark4).
Concluding,for our specific controlledqueueing network(the tandemqueue),
a numberof switchingcurves exists, each one yielding an asymptoticallyfluid optimal policy, but the specific logarithmiccurve gives a bettersecond-orderasymptotic. We have consideredgeneralizing such a result to other queueing networks
and found basically two problems when we tried to extend our techniques.The
first problemis that the geometricaldescriptionof the space structureof an optimal solution of the fluid model is much more complicated;see Gajratand Hordijk
(2000b). In general, it looks like a stratificationof the multidimensional(the dimension is the numberof buffersin a network)octantin a set of cones of different
dimensions. And inside each cone the policy is homogeneous (one action is defined). The second problemis more probabilistic.Even when we have a clear geometricalpictureof the optimalfluid policy, we should define a correspondingstochastic network.To analyzethe asymptoticalpropertiesof this stochasticnetwork,
we should have a theoryof largedeviationsfor randomwalks in multidimensional
space with different regions of homogeneity. There are some results [Blinoskii
and Dobrushin(1994), Ignatyuk,Malyshew and Scherbakov(1994) and Ignatyuk
(1998)] in this directionbutthey shouldbe extended.Thus,a nontrivialgeneralization can appearonly from developinga correspondinglarge-deviationstechnique.
The paperis organizedas follows. In Section 2, we describethe controlproblem
and we review the first-orderfluid asymptotic.Section 3 states the main theorem
concerningthe next termof the asymptoticandcomparesthe switching-curvea.f.o.
policy with the trackinga.f.o. policy. Section 4 containsthe proof of the theorem,
which turnsout to be quite elaborate,and thereforewe choose to split up the proof
in a numberof lemmas distributedin several sections. The core lies in Sections
4.6 and 4.8, where we deal with the asymptoticsfor boundaryprobabilitiesand
where we apply large deviations for randomwalks to obtain these asymptotics.
Finally, Section 5 concludes with a numericalexample.
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2. Descriptionof the controllabletandem queue. We considera discretetime tandemqueueingnetworkof two single-serverqueues, Bernoulli(X3)arrivals,
Bernoulli (piLand A2) serversand infinitebuffers:
input

buffer server

buffer server 2

l

-

out

The state of the network at time n is n = {(t', ~)}n=O,1,2,3,...

E 22, where tn is
the numberof customers in buffer i. At each moment of time n, a server i can
choose to:

(i) serve a customerfrom its buffer(if the bufferis nonempty):an = 1, or
(ii) be idle: an = 0.

The control variablesan denote the state of the server i; an = 1 when the server
is serving and an = 0 when it is idle. When the serveri is serving a customer,this
customerwill be removed from buffer i with probabilityAui.With probabilityi,
a new customerarrivesat buffer 1. When a customeris removedfrom server 1, it
moves to the buffer of the second server.When a customeris removed from the
bufferof the second server,this customerleaves the network.
So the control a = {an}=o, , defines a Markov chain {n}n=o0,l,... with
dynamics
^n+l

(1)

^n+l
-2

1 -4

^n 1_n
=10-

,

n n
-

an

i.n an n - n n
4~2 = al 1 -2
12 '

where {n }n=O,1,..., i = 0, 1,2, are i.i.d. Bernoulli processes on {0, 1} with
E n = , Er7n= ati, i = 1, 2. The threeprocesses are mutuallyindependent.
We are interested in the following optimal control problem for this class of
network.Let TN be some finite time, a = {an} a control and x(N) e Z2 a state,
such that TN-- o, Ilx(N)II-o oo. Then the value function of the process under
controla is definedas
TN

(2)

Va(x(N))

:= Ea(N)

>

j:C

n=0

TN

= EX(N)
L(lcl
n=O

+

0n2),

where Exa(N)(.) denotes the expectationgiven initial state x(N) and control a =
{an} and where enc is the inner productof the two vectors: tnc = tncl + 4c2.
The discreteoptimalcontrolproblemis
(3)

min
a Va(x(N)).

By Vopt('),we denote the value function of an optimal control of this problem.
(There exists an optimal control since we are dealing with a finite-horizon
problem.) The function Voptcannot be found precisely, but we can try to find
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an asymptotic of this function or we can formulatemore simple problems. We
shall investigatean asymptoticexpressionof the optimalvalue function.First, we
formulatethe correspondingfluid controlmodel of the controllablenetwork.
2.1. Thefluid controllablenetwork. Let (xS)s>O = (x1, X)s>O be a continuous deterministicprocess on R22with derivativesxs satisfying

Xi= =lU
S= -US

1U2,2US

O<< ui
us <1 1.

Here u = (uS)s> = (u u,)s>,
is a control that regulates continuously the
contentsof the fluidbuffers.Note thatthe process (xs) is determinedby controlu.
Let t be a finite time, u a control and x e R2+.Then the value functionunderthis
controlis
ft

Fu(x) :=

ft

xscds =

(xc1 + xSc2)ds

withx? = x.

The fluid optimalcontrolproblemis
min Fu(x).
U

By Fopt('), we denote the value function of the optimal control of this problem,
and by (xopt),the fluid process or trajectoryunderthe optimal control. We solve
the optimalcontrolproblemfor the following set of parameters:
AI1> /,2 >

(4)

X >

0
0,

C2> Cl > 0.

REMARK1. One can consider also another set of parameters,but for the
purpose of this paper this set of parametersis the most significantone, because
it is the case where one should introducea nonlinearswitching curve.
The optimal solution for the fluid networkwith the set of parameters(4) is the
following:
while xs > 0 and x2 > 0:

ul =

while xs > 0 andx = 0:

us = /2//1,

while x =0 and x=

u =-/zl,

0:

, u=

1,

us = 1,
uS= /2.

Equivalently,the optimaltrajectorysatisfiesthe differentialequations
(5)

opt =

(X,-1A2),
-- 2,0),
(0, 0),

if xs > 0and x >0,
if x >0 andx =0,
if xs =0and x =0.
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In words: suppose (i) that the initial point x? has positive buffers (x? > 0 and
x? > 0). Then the optimaltrajectoryemptiesbuffer2 at a speed of ,u2while filling
buffer 1 at a speed of X. There is no flow from buffer 1 to buffer2. This happens
until the second bufferis empty.Now, suppose (ii) thatthe initial point x? lies on
the boundaryx4= 0, thatis, buffer2 is empty.Then the optimaltrajectoryempties
buffer 1 at a speed of At2- X while keepingbuffer2 empty by balancingthe inflow
and outflow (of buffer2). This happensuntil buffer 1 is empty as well, whereafter
the two buffers remain empty by serving at a speed of the inflow rate X. Only
part (ii) of the optimal trajectoryis of interest in our analysis. So, assuming the
initial point x? has x? > 0 and x? = 0, the optimaltrajectorysatisfies
opt

=x?

+S(X --

2,0),

as long as s < x?/(I2 - .). The optimalvalue functionbecomes
(6)
for t <x?/(L2

c(x?)
Fopt(X?)
s=(
-

+

-

2)) ds

X).

2.2. Asymptotics. We shall consider the following version of the value
function (2) in the original optimal control problem (3). We let the time horizon
be TN = tN for some fixed t > 0, and, for some given x IR2+,
we let the starting
point x(N) satisfy limNo, x(N)/N = x. The following result relates the values
of the discreteoptimalcontrolandthe fluidoptimalcontrol.For a proof, see Gajrat
and Hordijk(2000a).
THEOREM1.
Vopt(x(N)) = N2Fopt(X) + o(N2),
where limNv o x(N)/N

= x.

This result leads naturally to a definition of asymptotically fluid optimal
policies.
DEFINITION1.

Any policy a for which
Va(X(N)) = N2Fopt(x) + o(N2)

is called an asymptoticallyfluid optimal(a.f.o.) policy.
The problem of finding an a.f.o. policy can be nontrivial,in particular,for the
set of parameters(4). For instance, suppose that we translatethe optimal fluid
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control (5) to the following policy in the stochasticnetwork:
whenever1

whenever

(7)

n

> 0 and 2 > 0:

an = 0, a = 1,

>0an ad = 0:

a = 1, a = 0,

whenever a1= 0 and 2n =0:

a1 = 0, a = 0.

Then the fluid limit of the trajectoriessatisfies the equations:
s

_(

and x > 0,

if x> >

(X, -/U2),
1l2
tl1
+/

2

,

if x 1 > 0andx 2 = 0,

if xs = 0 andxs = 0.

(0, 0),

Clearly,this is not the optimaltrajectory(5); thus, the policy definedin (7) is not
an a.f.o. policy. However, for this specific queueing model, Gajratand Hordijk
(2000a) considered the following policy. Let y > 0 be some positive parameter
and let h(xl) = [ylnxl] be a function on the xl boundaryof the state space
([x] denotes the largestintegernot largerthanx). Define (see also Figure 1):
(8)

whenever $ > 0 and n > h(n ):

al = 0, a2 =1,

whenever t1 > 0 and t

an

< h( n):

whenever ~n = 0 and 2- =0:

jumps

=

1, a =0,

al = 0, a = 0.

drift

ri

pt2

x

c

switchi

rve h(x)

drift

xl

FIG. 1.

The setting of a two-dimensional random walk with switching curve.
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So the first server is idle whenever the number of customers in the second
buffer x2 is greater than h(xl). The function h is a switching curve. For the
set of parameters(4), Gajratand Hordijk (2000a) proved that the policy (8) is
asymptotically fluid optimal and that the random walk {nj}, when starting in
?o= x(N), satisfies

lim Ns/N = xpt
-opt

N->e<)

REMARK 2.

It is not necessary to choose the switching curve h as a
logarithmic function; it can be any smooth (smoothness is convenient only for
technicalreasons) sublinearfunctionon IR,o, meaningthat
lim h(x) = oo,
(9)xo

lim

x-+oo

h (x)

= 0.

x

Any switching curve h(x) satisfying (9) gives an asymptoticallyoptimal policy.
But if we considerthe next termin the asymptotic,thenthe choice of a logarithmic
curve gives the smallest asymptotic(see Remark5).
For differentvalues of y > 0, we will have the same firsttermof the asymptotic
for the value function. In the next section, we will consider how the next term
dependson y.
3. Next-order approximation. The main resultof the paperis the following.
Let (4) hold for the parameters, let h(xl) = [ylnxl] be a
curve
and
let the control a be defined by (8). Let the time horizon of
switching
the random walk be TN = tN for some fixed t > 0 and let the initial state be
x(N) = (x (N), x2(N)) with
THEOREM 2.

x (N) = [Nxl],

x2(N) = h(x(N))

for some xl > t. Thenthere is a constant

a =ln /xl(1-/22)

>0

,t2(1 -Lit)

such that the valuefunction Va(x(N)) definedin (2) satisfies
Va(x(N)) = N2Fopt(x) + N

+
1-'ay

c2tyN ln()

where
x=(xl,

lim x(N)/N.
0) = n-)oo

+ O(N),
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REMARK3. We use the conditiont < xl just to simplify the proof. It ensures
thatthe randomwalk {n } neverreachesthe origin 0.
Hence, we get:
* for y > l/a,
lim (Va(x(N)) - N2Fopt(x))(N

N-> oo

In(N)) = c2ty,

in words, the next termin the asymptoticafter N2 is c2tyN ln(N);
* for y < I/a,
lim
N--oo ln(Va(x(N))

-

N2Fopt())/

ln(N) = 2 - ay,

the next term is N2-a N?().
So, by decreasingthe value of the parametery [meaningthatthe switchingcurve h
lies lower and thatthe value function Va(x(N)) becomes less] until I/a, we see a
jump of the asymptoticto very high values.
REMARK4 (On trackingpolicies). It is interestingto comparethe asymptotic
of the policy defined by h(x) to the asymptoticof a policy that is similar to the
trackingpolicy definedin Bauerle(2000). There,the trackingpolicies are defined
for a class of stochasticnetworksthatdiffer slightly from our tandemmodel. They
arecontinuousin time andhave an action set, whereit is allowed to change service
rates. But it is not difficult to give a similar constructionof such a policy in the
case of our discrete-timetandem model. Let the sequence of initial states x(N)
be the same as in Theorem 2 and let t < xl. In this case, the trackingpolicy
correspondsto the tandem network with modified probabilityof serving in the
first buffer- 1 =

1u 1 = g2, =U
1

2/l 1 and

whenever 2 > 0:

an = 1, a2 = 1,

whenever 2 = 0:

an = 1, a = 0.

So, in the interiorpartof Z2,
drift:
E:n

n

is a homogeneousrandomwalk with zero vertical

= (, - /2,

/2

-

A2) =(=

-

k/2, 0).

It is not too difficult to see that for such a policy the asymptotic of the value
functionwill be
(10)

Va(x(N)) = N2Fopt(x) + const N+/2

(l)

for the same sequence of x(N) as in Theorem 2. So the theorem shows that a
thresholdtype of policy gives a betterasymptoticthanthe trackingpolicies.
We do not give the proof of estimation(10), butthe intuitionis ratherclear.The
vertical component 42nbehaves like a randomwalk with zero drift ;if n> 0 and
reflectionin 0. So 2NN- N1/2 (centrallimit theorem);hence, the contributionof
this termto the value functionfor the time interval[0, tN] will be mN1+1/2.
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4. Proof of Theorem 2.

In this section, we assume the following model

parameters:
* The stochastic process of the tandem queue is the random walk {C?, 1,...}
>0.

c

* The policy a of the tandem queue is defined by (8) in Section 2.2 and is
determined by the switching curve h(t) = [y ln(t)], t E IR>o.
* The initial state of the random walk x(N) = (xl(N),x2(N))

lies on the

switchingcurve:xl(N) = [xlN] with xl E IR>oand x2(N) = h(xl(N)).
* The time horizon is TN = tN, where t is called the scaled time horizon
satisfying t < xl.
* The scaling factor is N = 1, 2,....
* The limit point of the sequence (x(N)/N)U=1
is x = (xl, 0).
In the previous sections, we sub- and superscripted probabilities and expectations
in orderto denote explicitly theirdependenceon the initial state and policy: pa(N)
and Ea(N). Bearing this in mind, we delete these sub- and superscripts from now

on, except in some proofs where we need them. Also, conveniently,we write x N
wheneverwe mean the integer [xl N].

4.1. The value function. The first thing we do is rewrite the value function
V(x(N)) as a sum of four terms Vi(x(N)), i = 1,2,3,4, whose asymptotic
behaviors we will analyze subsequently. We need the stochastic variables vn,
n = 1, 2,..., defined as the number of times the process visits the x2-boundary
(until time epoch n):
n-I

Vn:= L(0=O).
k=O

LEMMA 1.

V(x(N)) = VI(x(N)) + V2(x(N)) + V3(x(N)) + V4(x(N)),
where
tN

(11)

V1(x(N)) = y Cl(Xl(N) + n( -2)),
n=O
tN

(12)

V2(x(N)) = cl >(x2(N)

- En),

n=O
tN

(13)

V3(x(N))= C1t2 E Evn,
n=O
tN

(14)

V4(x(N)) = c2 E E .2n
n=O

LARGE DEVIATIONSFOR A CONTROLLABLETANDEMQUEUE
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PROOF. The value functionis the expectedtotal cost up to time tN. Using the
linearpropertyof expectation,
tN

tN

V(x(N)) = cl E Et1 +c2 E E42.
n=0

n=O

Observingthe process from its initial state, we have
n-I

En =xl(N)

+l

+ E
k=O

and when we apply (1):
-

E(sk+l- _tk)

Eal(sk).

Similarlyfor the second coordinate:

L;S~2n
EvL
= X2(N)

E2

n-I

+

E (2 k+1 -

k

k=O

E(k+l

- 2k) = tl Eal
(

k)-

2Ea2(tk).

Combiningthese expressions,we get
n-I

n-I

E E(
k=O

-

n-I

EX-E -

)

k=O

EaI(sk)
k=O

n-1

= nX-

n-I

E E(2k+-1

2k) - L I2Ea2(4k)

k=O

k=O
n-I

-

= n

- E
(E2n - x2(N))

2Ea2(k).

k=O

Thus, for each n = 1, 2, ..., the first coordinate of the process satisfies
n-l

ES = xl (N) + nX + (x2(N) - E2)

- E

2EEa2(k).

k=O

Now, we apply the fact that in any state of the process the second server either
works or is idle:
Ea2(4k) + El(2k

= 0) = 1

for all k = 0, 1,....

So,
n-I

En = xi (N) + nX + (x2(N) - E

n)-

112(1- EL(2k = 0))
k=O

= x (N) + n(( - 12)

+ (x2(N) - En) + pt2Evn.
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Multiplying by the cost vector c and adding terms n = 0, 1,...,

four terms (11)-(14).

tN, we get the

0

Let us try to describe these four terms of the decomposition of the value
function. The last term is the expected total cost at the second buffer duringthe
planning horizon; the expected cost at the first buffer is split into three parts
correspondingto the first three terms. The first term is related to the value (6)
of the optimal control in the fluid model (we come back to this); in fact, it is
asymptotically equal to N2Fopt(x). Since the optimal fluid trajectorystarts in
the boundarypoint (x1, 0) and moves continuously along the boundaryinto the
directionof 0 (0, 0), this first term takes into accountonly cost when the random
walk drifts along the boundaryto 0. Therefore,we need to supply the expected
total cost at buffer 1 in the other situationsof our discretestochasticmodel. Being
somewhat disguised, but from the manipulationsin the proof of Lemma 1, we
infer thatthe second termdeals with the expected cost at buffer 1 when buffer2 is
positive and the thirdterm when buffer2 is empty and remainsempty,that is, no
service completionof server 1.
5. We give here a heuristic argument as to why we choose a
h (x). Because the driftfor the randomwalk is directedtoward
function
logarithmic
the graphof h(x), the position of n will be aroundh(x), so Exa2n h(N), and
we can expect that EaVtN
N
Nexp(-Ch(N)) (for some C > 0). Hence, h(x)
should be chosen in such a way that both terms Exvn and Ea2n are comparable
REMARK

so Nexp(-Ch(N))
h
h(N) or Ch(N)
then ln h(N) = o(ln N).

lnN - lnh(N), but if h(N) is sublinear

The way to continue is by finding asymptoticsof each of the terms (11)-(14).
As mentioned above, from the first term we get the fluid value. The fourthterm
is asymptoticallyequal to c2tNy ln(N), which we might explain heuristicallyas
follows. The randomwalk ~n starts off at the switching curve with the drift of
the process being toward and along the switching curve. This curve is flat for
states lying far off 0 while we assume that the process never reaches 0 by taking
the time horizon small enough. So we get jn h
h(xlN) = y ln(xl) + y ln(N)
for n = 1, 2, ..., tN, in which case the second term dominates and leads to the

claimed asymptotics. With this asymptotics, the second term (12) disappears,
leaving the thirdterm. That is the hardpartand we will describeit in more detail
in Sections 4.5 and 4.6.
4.2. Term1: thefluid value. Notice that
tN

xl(N)=
n=O

tN

ExlN
n=O

t

=xltN2

= N2

xlds
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and
tN

,n

t

t

f[

t

Nd
2[sN]]ds=N

-n=

= N2(

sds +O(/N)

n=O

when N -> oo. Since the optimalfluidvalue is Fopt(x)= fOCl(xi +s(X - /2)) ds,
we clearly get
V (x(N)) = N2Fopt(X)+ O(N).
(15)
4.3. Term4: the switching curve. The asymptotic of the fourth term (14)
follows from the following lemma.
LEMMA2.
tN

En = tNy ln(N) + O(N).
n=O

PROOF. Considerthe process n =
E('n+l

-

nln)

-

= E(h(n)
+ E (+2

I). If n < 0, then

h(-

h(n+1)n)
-

2 al (n)

= ,tl - A2 + h(L)E(ln(l
-

=I-l

= 1,

a2(n) = 1)

+ (n+1 -_ n)/n)|cn)

2+0 0(1) >0.

If n > 0, then
_

E(~n+l

rn-

n) = -_I2

+

o() < 0.

Hence,
(16)

-

P(h(n)

21 > K) < C1 exp(-C2 * K)

for some C1, C2 > 0. Rewrite
tN

LE

t

= N E4osN]ds.

n=O

From (16), we get that,for all s E [0, t],
E [sN]= Eh ( [sN]) + 0(1),

where ,[sN] E [(xi - s)N, (xl + s)N]. Thus, we conclude that E[sN] = h(N) +

0(1) for all s, or
N

Et2[N] ds = tNy ln(N) + O(N).

The resultingasymptoticof the value functiontermreadsas
(17)

V4(x(N)) = c2tNy ln(N) + 0(N).
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4.4. Term2: the vanishingpart. This one is easy. The expression (12) of the
second termis
tN

tN

=

V2(x(N))

- c

l Ex2(N)
n=O

E

.

n=O

Now, simply use x2(N) = h(xlN) = y ln(N) + 0(1) and apply the asymptotics
of the previoussection to get
V2(x(N)) = O(N).

(18)

4.5. Term3: the {x2 = 0}-boundary. The thirdterm(13) of the decomposition
of the value function is the most importantone. It gives us the "next-order
asymptotics."Here is what it is all about.
LEMMA 3.
tN

E Evn=N2-ay+o(l)
n=O

with
a=ln

/l1(1-kt2)
u22(1 -Ul)

PROOF. We startoff doing some calculus manipulations:
tN

tN n-I
Evn =

n=O

P(

= 0)

n=O k=0
tN

tN-1

E
P(2
k=0 n=k+l
=E

tN-1

=
(19)

k=0

= 0)

(tN - k)P(2k =0)

t-(1/N)

= N

(tN-

[sN]

[sN])P(

sN]

=O)ds

t-(1/N)

= N2

/

(t - [sNI/N)P(2N

= N2 j(t -s)P(2SN]

= O)ds

= O)ds + O(N).

All we have to do now is to find asymptoticsfor P([sN]
0) and thatwill be the
of
the
next
section.
Here
we
state
the
results
from
Lemmas 4 and 5
subject
just
(forthcoming):
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* For s > t - E (with E > 0 arbitrarybut small),
= 0) > N-Y+?o(l).

p ([sN]

* For s > rh(xlN)/N

[with r > 0 arbitrarybut less than tN/h(xlN)],
= 0)

P([SN]

N-aY+o(l)

Thus, we can bound the integral in (19):
(t - s)P(N]2

=0)ds

>

(t- s)P(sN

i]

O)ds

> N-ay+o(1)
and
ft

(t - s)P(

sN]

t

=O)ds < f

r N)/N
h(xl

+

(t - s)P(

rh(x N)/N

<N-aY+o()

N] =

O)ds

(t - s)ds

+ O(ln(N)/N).

So,
N2

(t -s)p([SN]

=O)ds=

N2-Y+?(1)

Thus, the resulting asymptotic of the third term of the value function is
(20)

V3(x(N)) = N2-y+o(1)

+ O(N).

The asymptotics (15), (17), (18) and (20) of the separate terms of the value function
add up to the result claimed in Theorem 2.
4.6. Asymptotics for boundary probabilities. We give an asymptotic of
p (2sN] = 0) for large N based on large deviations. For notational convenience,
we write (~?N)a>o to mean the random walk {n }n=O, 1,... by assuming that a takes
values in the scaled integers {0, 1/N, 2/N, ...}. Let us first sketch the idea of the
proof (see also Figure 2). Consider trajectories that reach the {x2 = 0}-boundary at
time sN. During the first part of the trajectory, the random walk wanders around
the switching curve in a neighborhood of the starting point. The switching curve
is quite flat there; thus, the second coordinate 2 N remains approximately equal to
the original level h (x N). At a particular time tN, the walk starts to move downward to the boundary, and therefore the statistical law of the vertical movement
(i.e., the second coordinate) of the random walk is most relevant. The probabilities that the random walk goes up or down are exactly Al := gl(l - /2) and
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6-

the switching
curveh(x)

4-

end pointat timesN
0
195

I' *
200

FIG. 2.
A2 := /2(1 -

'
205

210
xl

215

220

225

The randomwalk until hittingthe boundaryat time sN.

il), respectively. Notice that 2ul > g2 because tul > AI2,and that

this again says that the randomwalk tends to jump towardthe switching curve
wheneverit resortsbelow it. The mean time for the randomwalk to cross from the
{x2 = 0}-boundary to the switching curve is h(xlN)/( (ji - j2) (just following the

drift).Applying large-deviationstheoryfor randomwalks, it turnsout thatexactly
the same time is most likely to occur when the randomwalkjumps in the opposite
direction(from the curve to the boundary).That is, the last visit to the switching
curve is most likely at time sN - h(xlN)/(,il - A2). In the proofs of the asymptotics,we will see this numberoccurring.We will discuss the large-deviations
materialin Section 4.8.
Partition Z2 into two regions: A+ := {(xl, x2) E Z2+:x2 > h(xl)}, the set of all
points on and above the switching curve, and A := {(xl, x2) e Z2+:x2 < h(xl)},

the set of points below the switchingcurve. We make the observationthatin order
for the random walk (4aN)a>o to reach the {x2 = 0}-boundary at time sN, it must

have walked throughthe set A- during a time interval (rN, sN]. Here, rN is
the (random)time epoch of the last visit to the set A+. Suppose r = t and let
x(N) E A+ be the last state visited; hence, x(N) = (x1N, h(xlN)) lies on the
switching curve. Since we assume the scaled horizon t to be small relativeto xl
of the startingstate (xl N, h (xlN)), the second coordinateof these points satisfies
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h(xlN) ; h(xlN). This means that the remainingtime (s - t)N that is left for
the randomwalk to go all the way down to the boundarytakes at least h(xlN)
time units. In otherwords, the exit time should satisfy rN < sN - h(xlN). Also,
it means that P(2N = 0) = 0 for all sN < h(x N). Now, the idea is to find the
asymptoticof P(t2N = 0) by lower and upperboundingit.
Let us restatesome notation:
* The random walk is {aoN: a = O, 1/N, 2/N,...}.
* The initial point x(N) = (xlN, h(x N)) lies on the switchingcurve.
* The planninghorizonis tN with t < xl.
* r N is the last time thatthe randomwalk visits the areaon or abovethe switching
curve. We call the randomvariableT the scaled exit time.
* Realizationsof r are denoted by t. Realizationsof the last state visited on or
above the switching curve are denotedby x(N), from where the randomwalk
startsmoving downwardto approachthe boundary.
*

1 = IL1(1-

'2) and /22 = A12(1- At1). These are the probabilities that in the

tandemqueue server 1 serves and server2 does not, and, respectively,server2
serves and server 1 does not.
* The "speed" at which the random walk moves upward is /x = l/(1 1 - 22).
Notice that /, > 1.
* a=ln(W I//22).

The two boundingstatementsare as follows.
LEMMA4.

Let e > 0 small. Then,for s > t-

e,

P(2sN = 0) > N-aY+o(l)
LEMMA5.

Letr > g, r < tN/h(xlN).
p(2sN

PROOF OF LEMMA 4.

Then,fors > rh(xlN)/N,

= 0) < N-ay+o(l)

Let s E (t - e, t) and consider the time t = s -

h(xlN)it/N. We obtaina lower bound of the probabilityby restrictingthe scaled
exit time T to realize only this specific t:
p(N

= 0) > p(SN

= 0;

=

).

We partitionthe right-handside into all possible exit states on the curve. At exit
time tN, the randomwalk is at some (random)state tiN on the switching curve.
Since the randomwalk makesjumps of size 1, we know that the first coordinate
ItN E [Xl t, X + t]N with probability1. We denote by x(N) = (xlN, h(xlN))
these possible states on the switching curve. Hence,
xl+t

P(2=sNo

; T=t)=

p(N
x =x1-t

= O; I=t;

N

=N=(N)).
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The summandson the right-handside may be rewrittenusing the Markovproperty
of the randomwalk:
PX(N)(,2

= 0; r =i;

= P,(N)(N

= x(N))

;N

= 0; r = 0).

= X(N)) P-(N)(s)N

The following asymptotic will be proved in Lemma 6(ii). For any x(N) with
xl e [xl - t, x + t],
Px(N)(s[notice that (s -

)N = 0;

= 0) > N-Ay+o(l)

) N = Ath(x1N)]. Hence,
xl+t

O) > N-y+o(l)
Px(N)SN =

Px(N)(

x= (N) )

X] =XI-t

= Na-y+o(l) PX(N)(sN = [h(4N)]).

The following asymptoticwill be provedin Lemma7:
Px(N)(2N = [h(44N)])=

0(1).

Puttingit all together,we get
PX(N)(2N = 0) > N-aY+o(1).
PROOFOF LEMMA5.

Let r > u and s > rh(xlN)/N.

Then, by decomposi-

tion to the values of the exit time,
(21)

P(22 (N = 0) = p(2sN =

; rN < sN - rh(xlN))

+P(SN=O;

rN > sN-rh(xlN)).

Because the randomwalk wandersbelow the switching curve after the exit time,
the firsttermis boundedby
p(SN = O; rN < sN-rh(xlN))
< P(s2N < h(^N)

for all aN > sN - rh(xlN)).

Using the same argumentas in the proof of Lemma2, we have
p(4UN < h(slN)

for all aN > sN - rh(xlN))

< C1 exp(-C2rh(xlN))

= CIN-ryC2

for some constants C1, C2 > 0. So, choosing r sufficiently large, we can make
this term arbitrarilysmall. Notice that this is possible because we require r <
tN/h(x

N), which diverges to oo when N -> oo.
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For the second termon the right-handside of (21), we have, by partitioningand
the Markovproperty,
Px(N)(2N = O; rN > sN - rh(xlN))
=NN

xl+t

=
S ^,,

-

s-rh(xl/NN

-

P (N)

(s-t)N

=0;

T

0)

X1 -t
XI

X Px(N)(N

=i (N)) di.

The following asymptoticwill be provedin Lemma 6(i). For any t > rh(xlN)/N
and x(N) with xl E [xl - s, xl + s],

= 0; T = 0)

PX(N)(2-)N
[notice that (s -

N-ay+o()

) N < rh(x N)]. Hence,

Px(N) (2N = 0; rN > sN - rh(xlN))
xl+t

s

<

NN-aY+?(0)

E-rh(xN)

S-rh(x1N)/N

= NN-ay+o()

h
s-rh(xlN)/N

-

Px(N)(N

=ix(N))d

.1 =XI_
X1=xl-t

Px(N)(N = h(tN ))di

< rh(xlN)N-Y+(l1).

Puttingit all togetherand noticing thatln(N) = N?(1), we get
= 0) < N-a'y+o(l).

p(sN
4.7. More asymptotics to prove.

C1

In this section, we prove the results that were

applied in the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5. The assumptionsand notation are the
same as listed in Section 4.6. Recall that x(N) = (l N, h(x N)) is a state on the
switchingcurvefromwherethe randomwalk startsmoving downwardto approach
the boundary,indicatedby r = 0. Because we assumedthe time horizon tN to be
so small relativeto the startingpoint x(N) that the {xl = 0}-boundarywill not be

reached, we know t < xl, and thus x1 E [xl - t, xl + t].
LEMMA6.

(i) Let r > ut.For aN < rh(xlN),
P~(N)(0

(ii) FroaN =th

= 0; r = 0)

N-ay+o(1)

(xlN),
Pi(N) (

N= 0; r = 0) > N-aY+o()
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PROOF. We first show the asymptotics when aN = ph(xlN) for arbitrary
(0, r).

p

Consider a policy ai with control variables a = 1 for all states. That is, the
switching curve has been removed: both servers service always. However, we
considerevents where the state of the randomwalk stays below the curve. Thus,
= 0, r = 0) P(N)2
(42
0).
0,
Px(N)
r=

Let e > 0. We will apply large-deviationsasymptoticsfor events involving 2n h(x.iN)I < en, n = 1, 2,....

N = 0, r =0)

ApY(2

E A U B UC, n = 1, 2,...,

=

= P(N

= O, 2 < h(xl N) - n, n = 1,2,...,

(t2
xP(N)
=

e(N)(N

xa(N)(N

= 0,

=

Figure 3 shows that

= 0, "n E A, n = 1,2,...,

aN),

aN)

aN),

< h(.lN) + En,n = 1, 2, ... ,crN)
EAUBUCUDUE,

P(N)(2N-=0,n

n= 1,2,...,aN).

A geometricalargument(see Figure 3) shows the inequalities
PX(N)(N = 0,2
(22)

< Px(N)(42

(23)

<

< h(xlN) - en, n = 1,2, ..., aN)
= 0, r = 0)

(N)(2N = 0, ~2 < h(xlN) + en, n = 1,2,...,

aN).

Now, we claim thatthe upperbound (23) is upperboundedasymptotically:
= 0, 2n< h(xlN) + en, n = 1, 2, ..., aN) < N-ay+()
for any a N = ph(xl N). And the lower bound (22) is asymptoticallyequal to
(24)

PJ(N)(2N

(25)

P(N)(2

N = 0, 2 < h(lN)

- En, n = 1,2, .. .,aN)

= N-Y+()

when aN = uh(x lN). We will provethese two claims in Section 4.8.
Finally, the question is whetherit is necessary to replace h(x N) by h(xlN).
The answer is no, since h(x1N) - h(xlN) = o(ln(N)).
D
LEMMA 7.

For any t < x ,
p(seN = h({tN)) = 0(1).

PROOF. Using (16), we can find K > 0 such that
P(I~1N - h(I7N)I < K) > 1/2
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for any a < xl. We choose a particulara to get
p(N

= h(tN))

> P(lN-

< K)
- -(th(tN-K)
= h(
x P(2
X
)| <
<K)
tN)IiN-K K)
p( N =h(t,)||^
h-(tN-K)
_

> 1/2pK
for some p < 1. D
4.8. Large-deviationsleftovers. Finally,we show the two remaining(in)equalities (24) and (25). Some of the notationis as before:
* probabilities /Ll and l2 with 1 > l1 >
* an arbitrarynumberix > 0;
* ,u = 1/(l1

FL2 >

0;

- f2).

Consider a one-dimensional random walk Y := {y:

the following jumps andjump probabilities:

n = 0, 1, .. . on Z>o with
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(i) When the currentstate y > 1:
jump 0
jump 1

with probability1 - A1 - A2,
with probabilityAll,

jump -1

with probabilityA2.

(ii) When the currentstate y = 0:
jump 0
jump 1

with probability1 - /l,
with probability1il.

One may view this random walk as moving along a vertical in the plane. The
height at time n is given by yn. The random walk has drift \l - A2 = l/i,
(in the positive states). Such a process satisfies the large-deviationsprinciple;
see, for example, Section 5.1 in Dembo and Zeitouni (1996) or Section 7.2 in
Shwartzand Weiss (1995). The jump probabilitiesare homogeneous, except for
the single boundary{0}. The boundarycan be taken care of by a reflectionmap
[cf. Section 11.4 in Shwartz and Weiss (1995)]. We apply the large-deviations
asymptoticfor a special event and by scaling with a special sequence.The scaling
sequence is {a : N = 1, 2,... with aN = ln(xl N). The event is
n, n = 1,2,...,

{ypaN < 8aN, O< yn <yaN-

paN},

where p, 8, e > 0 and yaN is the initial state of the randomwalk. In words (see
Figure4): startingfrom yaN, the randomwalk stays below the line 1 (throughyaN,
with slope -e) andends afterpaN time units at (or close by) the 0-boundary.Since
the most likely behaviorof the randomwalk is upward(/l1 > A2), the probability
of this event satisfies a large-deviationsasymptotic:
lim lim

- log PyaN (ypaN

480 N--oo aN

= -J(p,

< SaN, 0 <

yn < yaN -

n, n = 1, 2,...,

paN)

y, ).

To determine the rate function J(p, y, ), we apply the sample path large
deviations as treatedin Chapter 11 of Shwartz and Weiss (1995). A path is an
absolutecontinuousfunction f: [0, p] -> IR.The consideredevent involves paths
f e U such that

f(0) = y,

f(p) = 0,

0 < f(t) < y - Et

forall 0 < t < p.

Then
p

J(p,y, e)= infI

I(f(t), f(t))dt,

where I(., .) is the local rate function.When e < y/p, this variationalprogramis
solved for f being a straightline with slope -y/p (e < y/p means that f lies
below the line with slope -e). The rate function J(p, y, e) is convex unimodal
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FIG. 4.

Randomwalk yn staying below line 1.

as a function of p. The unique minimumis attainedat p = ,ay (the slope of the
optimal f is Al -

A2).

The optimal rate equals

J(/, y, ) = y ln

/2

.

Summarizing,we have [with a := ln(/ 1/i2)]
Pya

(ypaN

=0,

0 < yn

<yaN

-n,n

= 1,2, ...,paN)

= exp(-aNJ(p, y, s) + o(aN))
< exp(-ayaN + o(aN)),

(26)

with equalityfor p = A/y.
The same conclusioncan be drawnfor the event

{yPaN

<

, 0 < yn < yaN +

n, n = 1, 2,...,

paN,

where 5 4 0. Hence,
PyN(ypaN

(27)exp(-yaN

=0,

0 < yn < yaN +n,n

+
+

))

< exp(--ayav o(aN)).

= , 2,...,

paN)
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Now, let us relatethese asymptoticsto our problemand show the inequalities(24)
and (25). The randomwalk yn standsfor the second coordinate~2 of the tandem
queue process when policy a is applied;thatis, the serversalways serve. Then we
set h(x N) = yaN and aN = paN to get
N = 00,2n
n 1, 2,...,N)
, < h(xlN) En=,
Pa(=)(
= PyaN(yaN =0,

yn < yaN - n, n

1,2,...,

paN),

Px(N)(2N = 0, n < h(xlN) + en, n = 1, 2,..., aN)
= PyaN(ypaN =0,

yn < yaN+ En,n = 1, 2,...,

paN)

Finally, the asymptotics (27) and (26) yield the inequalities (24) and (25),
respectively.
5. Optimal switching curve. In this section, we give some computational
results (using the value iteration algorithm) for computing an optimal policy
of the problem minE o=0 c, where T = min{t:
= (0, 0)}. This problem is
from
different
the
of
the
slightly
problem
previous sections, but the same type of
asymptoticresult can be provedfor it. The optimal switching curve C is depicted
in Figure 5. The parameters are X = 0.1, il = 0.22, 22= 0.2, cl = 1, c2 = 2. If
we denote by In the xl -coordinatewhere C hits the level n, then accordingto our
asymptoticallybest policy with logarithmicswitchingcurve, we would have
lim ln/ln-1 = exp(a) = /ti(l - /2)/(/22(1

-

itl)) = 1.12821.

The computationgives the following numbers:
{ln}n

= {7,13, 20,29,40,53,69,

88,109,135,

164,197,236,279,329,385,450,525}
and
{ln/ln-1n=6

= {1.8571, 1.5385, 1.45, 1.3793, 1.325, 1.3019,
1.2754, 1.2386, 1.2385, 1.2148, 1.2012,
1.198, 1.1822, 1.1792, 1.1702, 1.1688, 1.1667}.

-X2

Xl
FIG. 5.

The optimalswitchingcurve.
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This seems to indicate that the asymptotic of the switching curve is close to a
logarithmicfunction.
Acknowledgment. The authors thank an anonymous referee for valuable
remarksthathave improvedthe paper.
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